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Abstract: Fast tunable lenses allow an effective design of a portable simultaneous vision
simulator (SimVis) of multifocal corrections. A novel method of evaluating the temporal profile
of a tunable lens in simulating different multifocal intraocular lenses (M-IOLs) is presented. The
proposed method involves the characteristic fitting of the through-focus (TF) optical quality of
the multifocal component of a given M-IOL to a linear combination of TF optical quality of
monofocal lenses viable with a tunable lens. Three different types of M-IOL designs are tested,
namely: segmented refractive, diffractive and refractive extended depth of focus. The metric used
for the optical evaluation of the temporal profile is the visual Strehl (VS) ratio. It is shown that
the time profiles generated with the VS ratio as a metric in SimVis resulted in TF VS ratio and TF
simulated images that closely matched the TF VS ratio and TF simulated images predicted with
the M-IOL. The effects of temporal sampling, varying pupil size, monochromatic aberrations,
longitudinal chromatic aberrations and temporal dynamics on SimVis are discussed.
© 2017 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Presbyopia is the loss of good near vision that affects middle and old-aged population. The
blurring of near vision is due to a reduced elasticity of the crystalline lens. Simultaneous vision
can be provided in the form of several multifocal solutions (contact lenses, intraocular lenses
or corneal treatment) for presbyopia correction [1]. Multifocal intraocular lenses (M-IOLs)
provide concurrent vision in focus at two or more distances. M-IOL replaces the crystalline lens
in a cataract surgery providing the patient with good vision at near and far distances (besides
adequate intermediate vision with certain M-IOLs). It can be difficult for a surgeon to describe
the visual benefit and possible visual outcomes of the surgery to a patient when a specific M-IOL
is implanted. In addition, there are many multifocal solutions available in the market and it
is complicated for the surgeon to identify the most suitable multifocal correction for a given
patient [2]. An instrument that provides the visual experience of simultaneous vision to the
patient before the surgery can be useful.
A simultaneous vision simulator (SimVis) allows prospective cataract surgery patients to

experience multifocal vision with several M-IOLs, evaluate the visual benefit quantitatively and
then choose the best solution for their needs [3, 4]. SimVis based on a tunable lens has proven its
potential in building a compact device that can provide a realistic and wide field of view optical
simulation of the visual experience offered by M-IOLs [2]. The tunable lens allows temporal
multiplexing and generates fast periodic foci variations at speeds greater than the flicker fusion
threshold of the human visual system.With such a system, seemingly static images as seen through
a multifocal correction can be constructed on an observer’s retina. Commercial M-IOL designs
can be envisioned with the tunable lens based SimVis device by evaluating the corresponding
temporal profile of the focal distance in a tunable lens that results in a through-focus (TF) optical
quality equal to the TF optical quality of the M-IOL.
In this paper, for the first time, a method is proposed to evaluate the temporal profile (in a

SimVis based on a tunable lens) corresponding to the multifocal component of any given M-IOL.
Its application is demonstrated in simulating three different commercial intraocular lens designs.
The proposed metric-based evaluation of the temporal profile uses TF Visual Strehl (VS) ratio
based on the optical transfer function (OTF) [5]. The goodness of the approach is confirmed by
means of TF simulated images and a 2-D correlation metric obtained for both the real M-IOL
and the proposed temporal multiplexing approach.
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2. Method

The fundamental principle behind the simulation of the M-IOLs with a tunable lens is associated
with the conversion of the spatially varying pupillary power distribution of a given M-IOL
to a time-varying focus distribution. For example, in the simple case of a segmented bifocal
phase pattern with well-defined 1:1 energy ratio for far (0 D) and near (3 D) distances, there are
distinctly two focusing distances. Consequently, the corresponding SimVis time coefficients for
the tunable lens in creating the two distinct foci with 0 D and 3 D are in the ratio 1:1. One-half of
the time in a single SimVis cycle is spent in generating the far focus and the remaining half for
the near focus. However, visual identification of the distinct foci and their corresponding energies
from the phase maps is not possible with most designs of commercial M-IOLs. Also, the energy
distribution at different distances could be dependent on wavelength and pupil size.

Here, a new method is described that uses the TF VS ratio as a reference metric to evaluate the
time coefficients for SimVis corresponding to any given M-IOL. This is done by evaluating the
phase maps corresponding to the M-IOLs as described in Section 2.1. The following sections, 2.2
– 2.6, describe the proposed method of calculating the temporal profile for SimVis with the help
of the TF VS ratio corresponding to any given M-IOL, the means of optimizing the sampling
procedure, the metrics used for assessing the performance of the obtained SimVis temporal
profile, methods of simulating the effects of aberrations and typical tunable lens specifications.

2.1. Evaluation of the M-IOL phase maps

The phase maps corresponding to the three M-IOLs under consideration were calculated using
Zemax software by taking the difference between the phase evaluated in a pseudophakic computer
eye model with the M-IOL [6] and an emmetropic eye model with the crystalline lens. It was
later verified that by placing the resultant phase map in the pupil plane of an emmetropic eye
model with the crystalline lens or the pseudophakic eye model with the M-IOL generated the
same TF optical quality. In this paper, the phase maps were evaluated at 555 nm wavelength,
unless mentioned otherwise.

Here, the eye model of Liou and Brennan [7] was used as the starting point for evaluating the
multifocal phase map due to the M-IOLs. However, it was found that the extracted phase map is
independent of the eye model used, as was verified with the Arizona eye model [8]. This was
expected because the extracted phase map was due to the power distribution of the M-IOL alone
and the spherical aberration in an emmetropic eye model was subtracted from the total phase
map. The corneal aberrations were not included in the estimation of the phase map.
The three M-IOLs included in the study were: a bifocal refractive segmented with rotational

asymmetry, a trifocal diffractive and a refractive extended depth of focus (EDOF).

2.2. Calculating the time coefficients

The SimVis temporal profile was evaluated by fitting the TF optical quality metric (q - a vector
of length ‘m’) of a given M-IOL with TF optical quality of ‘n’ monofocal lenses (thin lenses
under paraxial approximation) of different addition/defocus (Q - a matrix of dimensions m × n)
temporally viable with a tunable lens and using the method of least squares (with non-negativity
constraints). Each coefficient in ‘m’ corresponds to a TF position in diopters. The system of
linear equations that relates the TF optical quality of the real M-IOL and the TF optical quality
of ‘n’ monofocal lenses can be written as follows:

q =
n∑
i=1
(ai) · (Qi) (1)

where, ‘a’ represents a vector of dimensionless TF optical quality fitting coefficients of length
‘n’ (each coefficient corresponds to a single monofocal lens). These coefficients, ai are directly
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related to the time spent in each focal length, ti , by the tunable lens as shown below:

ai∑
ai
= k

ti∑
ti
. (2)

Using Eq. (2) and substituting ai in Eq. (1) for a large sampling, n, q can be expressed as follows:

q = k ·
(∑

ai∑
ti

)
·

n∑
i=1
(ti) · (Qi) (3)

In this paper, Qi represents the TF optical quality of n = 161 monofocal lenses that can be
generated with the tunable lens and determined over a range of addition: -2 D to +6 D in steps of
0.05 D. Initial sampling with a lower resolution leads to inaccuracies in representing the true TF
optical quality of the real M-IOL with SimVis. The TF optical quality (in terms of the metric
used for evaluating the time coefficients) of each of these monofocal lenses and the M-IOL was
computed over the same range -2 D to +6 D in steps of 0.05 D such that the total number of steps,
m = 161. Thus, Q is a matrix of dimensions m × n (161 × 161) and q is a vector with n = 161
elements. The value of n was chosen such that it is much greater than the number of nonzero
time coefficients obtained after the fitting (Eq. (3)). The dimensionless proportionality constant,
k, tends to unity as sampling increases.
The evaluated SimVis time coefficients, ti , depend on the choice of the pupil diameter as

shown in Section 3.3. This study used a pupil diameter of 4 mm, unless mentioned otherwise.

2.3. Sampling

The number of time samples was set to a high value (n = 161) while determining the temporal
profile to retain accuracy. Sampling can be reduced by eliminating time coefficients close to
zero. This helps in overcoming time delays in generating foci that insignificantly contribute to
simulating the M-IOL’s TF optical quality with SimVis. This step is also useful in reducing
the total time,

∑
ti , spent in a single SimVis cycle, below the flicker fusion threshold of the

visual system. Sampling can be reduced by downsampling at regular intervals, thresholding or by
selectively picking the time coefficients around relevant additions.

A SimVis cycle needs to be shorter than 40 ms to realize a frame rate better than 25 Hz (as in a
standard-definition television). Further, the finite settling time of the tunable lens (typically lower
than 5 ms) to fully change between any two foci causes inaccuracies in replicating the TF optical
quality. Hence, it is important to utilize the available time reasonably in order to meticulously
simulate the prescribed multifocal TF performance with the tunable lens.

The method used for undersampling was different for M-IOLs with distinct TF VS ratio peaks
and for those with an EDOF. In the case of undersampling in M-IOLs with distinct TF optical
quality peaks, the sampling points at the location of the peaks (far, near and intermediate) were
chosen first. Next, based on the full-width-half-maxima of the peaks, additional sampling points
were selected around the peak location starting with the next highest time coefficient and so
on. In the case of M-IOLs with an EDOF, distinct foci are not expected and hence thresholding
was applied directly. In addition, the time coefficients at the sampling points outside the desired
addition range provided by the M-IOL were deliberately set to zero.

To simulate multifocal vision, in a single SimVis cycle (shorter than the flicker fusion threshold
of human vision), the tunable lens quickly varies its focus covering all the sampling points and
the time spent in each focal distance is determined by the evaluated temporal profile. This cycle is
repeated several times to display seemingly static images at the retina. Using the same principle,
the TF optical quality metric, qs, as seen by an observer with the SimVis based on the tunable
lens was predicted by integrating the weighted point spread functions (PSFs) of the monofocal
lenses simulated with the tunable lens over a single SimVis cycle. Here, weighting was done with
the help of the determined time coefficients, ti (in Eq. (3)), or the undersampled time coefficients,
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ts,i , which were obtained by setting to zero the time coefficients in ‘t’ that do not contribute
considerably to ‘q’ (applying thresholding, making qs an approximation of q). In general, the
number of nonzero time coefficients (nSimVis) in ts is much lower than the total sampling, n =
161. Here, qs is a vector of length ‘n’.

The accuracy of a given SimVis temporal sampling can be quantified with the help of q̃, which
is the relative error in the optical quality, and is defined as follows:

q̃ =
1
n

n∑
j=1

����qj − qs, j
qj

���� (4)

The mean value, q̃, gives a point-wise correspondence between the two vectors, q and qs such
that the value of q̃ is zero (ideal situation) when q and qs are identical and q̃ is unity when all the
time coefficients are zero.

2.4. Through-focus optical quality metrics

In this paper, the TF optical quality vector, ‘q’, was determined with the TF VS ratio as the
metric. This was calculated for the three different M-IOLs by applying fast Fourier transform
(FFT) calculations on the M-IOL phase maps (Section 2.1). The accuracy with which the tunable
lens (temporal profile with a given sampling) replicates the TF optical performance of a given
M-IOL was evaluated with the help of the following two evaluation metrics for SimVis:

• TF VS ratio

• TF simulated images and 2-D image correlation coefficients.

The SimVis TF optical quality vector, qs corresponding to the three M-IOLs was then evaluated
and compared with ‘q’ obtained with the M-IOL. The VS ratio is representative of the optical
quality of the lens and is defined as follows [9]:

VS ratio =

∬ ∞
−∞ C(x

′, y′) · O(x ′, y′)dx ′dy′∬ ∞
−∞ C(x ′, y′) · ODL(x ′, y′)dx ′dy′

. (5)

Here, O denotes the OTF obtained with the M-IOL phase map and ODL is the diffraction limited
OTF. And, C is the neural contrast sensitivity function. (x ′, y′) represents the spatial frequency
coordinates corresponding to the rectangular cartesian coordinates, (x, y).

The TF simulated images provide a direct comparison of the effect of the evaluated TF PSFs.
These images were evaluated for the real M-IOL and SimVis by convolving a nominal image
(letter ‘E’) with the real M-IOL TF PSFs or the SimVis TF PSFs (time integrated over a single
SimVis cycle). The TF simulated images were evaluated in the addition range -2.0 D to 5.0 D
in steps of 0.1 D. TF 2-D image correlation coefficient was calculated between the nominal
image (shown in Fig. 1(d)) and the TF simulated images predicted with the real M-IOL (c) or the
SimVis (cs) based on the tunable lens. The 2-D image correlation coefficient is equal to unity
when the two compared images are identical. This metric is known to be reliable in evaluating
the visual performance [10].
The evaluated TF 2-D image correlation coefficients offer another relative error metric for

optimizing sampling, which is defined by the relative error c̃, such that

c̃ =
1
n

n∑
j=1

����cj − cs, j
cj

����. (6)

Here, c and cs are vectors of length ‘n’. Root-mean-square (RMS) of the differences q-qs and
c-cs were also used for comparison of the TF optical quality. In the case of the trifocal diffractive
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and segmented bifocal refractive M-IOLs, the RMS was evaluated in the addition range: -0.5 D
to 4.0 D and in the case of refractive EDOF M-IOL, the upper bound was reduced to 2.5 D.

2.5. Monochromatic and polychromatic aberrations

Monochromatic aberrations were statistically simulated from the wavefront data of 41 subjects
[11, 12]. In this study, 20 different wavefronts were generated. The statistics of the generated
representative wavefronts were consistent with the covariance statistics of Zernike coefficients of
the 41 subjects [13].
The human eye exhibits longitudinal and transverse chromatic aberrations arising from the

cornea and the ocular media [15–17]. The implanted M-IOL introduces noticeable pseudophakic
longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA), which arises due to the chromatic dispersion of the
M-IOL materials [18]. Refractive M-IOLs introduce LCA due to refraction alone. In the case
of diffractive M-IOLs, along with the refractive LCA, an additional LCA due to diffraction is
introduced [19–21]. Diffractive M-IOLs lenses are usually designed such that the diffractive
LCA fully or partially compensates the refractive LCA at near and intermediate distances. The
presence of LCA causes a dependence of TF optical quality with wavelength.

Polychromatic image quality metrics are needed to apprehend human vision with polychromatic
stimuli. Further, polychromatic TF VS ratio can be obtained by integrating monochromatic TF
PSFs weighted by the Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) standard relative photopic
spectral sensitivity [22]. The CIE spectral sensitivity data was precisely fitted to three significant
digits using the first nine terms of the Fourier series expansion. The phase maps corresponding to
different wavelengths (visible range) in steps of 10 nm were obtained in pseudophakic computer
eye models. TF PSFs corresponding to the phase maps at each wavelength were estimated. The
polychromatic TF VS ratio was evaluated from a summation of the obtained TF PSFs weighted
with the spectral sensitivity at each wavelength.

2.6. Typical tunable lens specifications

SimVis can be realized by using an optical liquid filled lens that allows optomechanical tunability
in focus at a rate faster than 200 Hz [2]. The settling time, which is the time taken by the device
to fully change from one focus state to another is lower than 5 ms when the maximum power
difference between the two generated foci is 3 D. Recent commercial designs of these lenses
reduce thermal drift effects (changes in optical power with varying temperature) and the wavefront
error is usually in the range of 0.12-0.27 µm for a 10 mm active aperture diameter at 555 nm. The
proposed method of evaluating the time coefficients for SimVis does not take into consideration
the dynamic behavior of the tunable lenses, the wavefront aberrations introduced by the lens
and the thermal drift effects. However, with an appropriate calibration of the tunable lens, a
correction to the resultant time coefficients is possible to replicate the TF profiles of the M-IOL
with reasonable accuracy.

3. Results

The proposed method was applied to trifocal diffractive, segmented bifocal refractive and
refractive EDOF M-IOLs. The phase maps of these M-IOLs were evaluated using ray tracing
based pseudophakic computer eye models and the TF optical quality of the phase maps was
computed using FFT methods. The SimVis time coefficients corresponding to the M-IOLs were
obtained by using Eq. (3). The number of nonzero time coefficients for the segmented bifocal
refractive, trifocal diffractive and refractive EDOF M-IOLs was found to be 57, 97 and 116
respectively. Undersampling was then applied to each of the M-IOLs such that they contained a
chosen number of nonzero time coefficients, nSimVis. The TF optical quality of SimVis for each
M-IOL with the chosen sampling is estimated from the integrated TF PSFs weighted with the
time coefficients.
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3.1. Application of the proposed method

Figure 1(a) shows a comparison of the TF VS ratio, q, of a trifocal diffractive M-IOL at 555 nm
with 4 mm pupil diameter, the TF VS ratio of its SimVis temporal profile obtained with high
sampling (nSimVis = 50) and the TF VS ratio, qs, of a greatly undersampled SimVis (nSimVis =
12, as an example). An excellent point-to-point correspondence was obtained between the TF
VS ratio of the real M-IOL and the TF VS ratio of the SimVis with high sampling (nSimVis =
50). For an undersampled case (nSimVis = 12), the RMS difference between q and qs is 0.03. The
corresponding undersampled normalized time coefficients, ts with nSimVis = 12 are shown in
Figure 1(b). The maximum value of ts is at 0 D (as expected the maximum energy is at the far
distance). The nonzero time coefficients in a highly undersampled SimVis are mostly confined
near the location of the TF VS ratio peaks, spending 58% of a single SimVis cycle in far, 26% in
near and 16% in intermediate distance. Figure 1(c) shows a comparison of the TF 2-D correlation
vectors c and cs obtained from the simulated images (nSimVis = 12). Additionally, the TF 2-D
image correlation coefficient obtained by calculating the correlation between the SimVis TF
simulated images and M-IOL TF simulated images is also shown (in green). Figure 1(d) shows
the nominal ‘E’ image used for convolving with the TF PSFs. Figure 1(e) shows the TF simulated
images evaluated with the trifocal diffractive M-IOL and the TF simulated images obtained with
the corresponding undersampled SimVis temporal profile (nSimVis = 12).

Fig. 1. Trifocal diffractive IOL: (a) Comparison of TF VS ratio of the M-IOL (q) and
its SimVis temporal profile, (qs) for two cases: nSimVis = 50 and nSimVis = 12. (b) The
corresponding normalized time coefficients, ts , when nSimVis = 12. (c) Comparison of the
2-D correlation between the nominal ‘E’ image and the TF simulated images; simulated
images were obtained with either the real M-IOL (c) or the tunable lens based SimVis (cs)
with nSimVis = 12. The 2-D correlation between the TF simulated images obtained with the
real M-IOL and SimVis (nSimVis = 12) is also shown. (d) Nominal ‘E’ image. (e) The TF
simulated images obtained with the M-IOL and the SimVis (nSimVis = 12).

Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 for the segmented bifocal refractive M-IOL with a SimVis
undersampling of nSimVis = 7. Here, the RMS difference between q and qs is 0.01, the maximum
value of ts is at 0 D (as expected the maximum energy is at far distance). Here too, the nonzero
time coefficients in a highly undersampled SimVis are confined near the location of the TF VS
ratio peaks, spending 56% of a single SimVis cycle in far and 44% in near.
Figure 3 shows the case of the refractive EDOF M-IOL with a SimVis undersampling of

nSimVis = 23. For this undersampled case, the RMS difference between q and qs is 0.02. The
corresponding undersampled normalized time coefficients, ts with nSimVis = 23 are shown in
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Fig. 2. Segmented bifocal refractive IOL: (a) Comparison of TF VS ratio of the M-IOL (q)
and its SimVis temporal profile, (qs) for two cases: nSimVis = 50 and nSimVis = 7. (b) The
corresponding normalized time coefficients, ts , when nSimVis = 7. (c) Comparison of the
2-D correlation between the nominal ‘E’ image and the TF simulated images; simulated
images were obtained with either the real M-IOL (c) or the tunable lens based SimVis (cs)
with nSimVis = 7. The 2-D correlation between the TF simulated images obtained with the
real M-IOL and SimVis (nSimVis = 7) is also shown. (d) Nominal ‘E’ image. (e) The TF
simulated images obtained with the M-IOL and the SimVis (nSimVis = 7).

Fig. 3. Refractive EDOF IOL: (a) Comparison of TF VS ratio of theM-IOL (q) and its SimVis
temporal profile, (qs) for two cases: nSimVis = 50 and nSimVis = 23. (b) The corresponding
normalized time coefficients, ts , when nSimVis = 23. (c) Comparison of the 2-D correlation
between the nominal ‘E’ image and the TF simulated images; simulated images were obtained
with either the real M-IOL (cs) or the tunable lens based SimVis (cs) with nSimVis = 23. The
2-D correlation between the TF simulated images obtained with the real M-IOL and SimVis
(nSimVis = 23) is also shown. (d) The TF simulated images obtained with the M-IOL and the
SimVis (nSimVis = 23).
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Figure 3(b). The maximum value of ts occurred at an addition of 0.3 D. Due to the absence of
distinct peaks in the TF VS ratio for this M-IOL, the nonzero time coefficients in a undersampled
SimVis (nSimVis = 23) are spread over a large range of addition: -0.5 D to 2.5 D.

3.2. Optimal sampling

The parameters q̃ (Eq. (4)) and c̃ (Eq. (6)) vary with SimVis sampling for the three M-IOLs
examined here as can be seen in Fig. 4. Since TF VS ratio is the metric that is used for evaluating
the time coefficients, as expected, the value of q̃ drops with increasing sampling in all the three
cases as can be seen in Fig. 4(a). TF image correlation coefficient based metric, c̃, can be used as
an indicator of the optimal sampling (see Fig. 4(b)). In the case of a trifocal diffractive M-IOL,
q̃ and c̃ have a local minima at nSimVis = 12 and these values do not drop significantly beyond
nSimVis = 12 and hence this sampling was chosen as an example in Fig. 1. Similarly, in the case of
segmented bifocal refractive IOL, there exists a local minimum for q̃ at nSimVis = 7. The value of c̃
increases beyond this local optimal sampling value based on q̃. In the case of the refractive EDOF
M-IOL, q̃ saturates beyond nSimVis = 22, which is higher than the optimal sampling in trifocal
diffractive and segmented bifocal refractive M-IOLs. Since c̃ has a local minima at nSimVis = 23,
this was chosen as the local optimum sampling in this case.

Fig. 4. The effect of sampling on the SimVis temporal profile optimization metric based on:
(a) TF VS ratio (q̃, Eq. (4)) and (b) TF 2-D image correlation coefficient (c̃, Eq. (6)).

Fig. 5. The effect of pupil diameter variations (at 3 mm, 4mm and 5mm) in terms of the TF
simulated images for the EDOF M-IOL.

3.3. Effect of pupil size variations

The evaluated TF VS ratio is pupil size dependent for the case of M-IOLs. Here, the M-IOLs
can be distinguished into two kinds. Firstly, those M-IOLs for which the energy distribution for
far and near is pupil size-independent, and those that are pupil size-dependent. For the former,
diffraction-limited PSFs alone affect TF VS ratio curves with a change in pupil size. Since the
corresponding monofocal TF curves also change in the same way with pupil size, the effect of
pupil size variations on the SimVis time coefficients should be limited to sampling (see Eq. (3)).
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However, for the latter M-IOLs, the pupil size variations play a larger role in determining the TF
optical quality. An example of such pupil size variations in terms of the TF simulated images
for the EDOF M-IOL is shown in Fig. 5. In these M-IOLs, SimVis time coefficients should
be evaluated separately for each pupil size. They can be precomputed and stored for a better
operational speed of the SimVis instrument.

Fig. 6. Effect of pupil size variations in a trifocal diffractive M-IOL: Comparison of the 4
mm and 3 mm pupil diameters in terms of (a) TF VS ratio and (b) TF correlation coefficient
for the real M-IOL. Corresponding 4 mm and 3 mm SimVis TF curves (c) VS ratio and (d)
correlation coefficient. (e) A comparison of the TF optical quality of the real M-IOL with
3 mm pupil diameter and corresponding SimVis that uses the time coefficients obtained
for a 4 mm pupil diameter M-IOL. Here, a sampling of nSimVis = 12 was used in a trifocal
diffractive M-IOL.

A comparison of the TF VS ratio obtained using predictions of SimVis simulations for a 4
mm pupil diameter and 3 mm pupil diameter are shown in Fig. 6 for the trifocal diffractive
M-IOL. Here, a sampling of nSimVis = 12 is used. A comparison of the TF optical quality for
the trifocal diffractive M-IOL with 4 mm and 3 mm pupil diameters is shown in Figs. 6(a) and
6(b). A comparison of the corresponding SimVis TF profiles is shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d).
In each case (Figs. 6(a)-6(d)), the 3 mm TF profiles are wider than the 4 mm TF profiles. To
comprehend the effect of changes in pupil diameter on SimVis, the SimVis time coefficients
obtained using a 4 mm pupil diameter M-IOL phase profile were applied to a SimVis with 3 mm
pupil diameter. The effect of a reduced pupil size is shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). The use of 4 mm
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pupil diameter SimVis time coefficients in a 3 mm pupil diameter SimVis condition, the RMS
error of the difference, q-qs , increased to 0.05 from 0.03 (see Section 3.1). This error reduced to
0.04 when the sampling was increased to nSimVis = 25. With further increase in sampling, this
error due to a change in pupil size remained unaffected at 0.04.
In the case of the segmented bifocal refractive M-IOL (nSimVis = 7), the use of the time

coefficients evaluated with a 4 mm pupil diameter M-IOL phase map, in a 3 mm SimVis, resulted
in RMS error in the differences, q-qs and c-cs, of 0.04 and 0.09 respectively, as illustrated in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Increasing the sampling to nSimVis = 25 in the case of segmented bifocal
refractive M-IOL reduced the RMS error in the difference, q-qs , to 0.02, while the RMS error in
the difference, c-cs , remained the same at 0.09.

For the refractive EDOF M-IOL (nSimVis = 23), the use of the time coefficients evaluated with
a 4 mm pupil diameter, in a 3 mm SimVis, resulted in a very high RMS error in the differences,
q-qs and c-cs , of 0.08 and 0.20 respectively as shown in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d). The refractive EDOF
M-IOL showed large variations in the TF optical quality with changing pupil size, significantly
affecting the SimVis time coefficients.

Fig. 7. A comparison of the TF optical quality of the real M-IOL with 3 mm pupil diameter
and corresponding SimVis that uses the time coefficients obtained for a 4 mm pupil diameter
M-IOL in the case of segmented bifocal refractive M-IOL in terms of (a) TF VS ratio and
(b) TF correlation coefficient and in the case of refractive EDOF M-IOL in terms of (c) TF
VS ratio and (d) TF correlation coefficient.

3.4. Wavefront aberrations of the eye and their effects on SimVis

Higher-order aberrations (HOA) of the eye result in a reduction of the peaks in the TF VS ratio at
near, far and intermediate distances. In most cases, there is an observed broadening of the TF
optical quality profiles. To analyze the effects of HOA on SimVis, the question to ask here is - Do
the wavefront aberrations of the eye affect the TF optical quality of SimVis in the same way as
the real M-IOL would? To answer this question, two examples of typical eye’s wavefronts (WF 1
and WF 2, statistically generated as described in Section 2.5) were considered. The two aberrated
wavefronts, WF 1 and WF 2, within a 4 mm pupil diameter had a peak-to-valley of 0.60 µm and
0.43 µm respectively. And, the corresponding RMS wavefront errors were 0.07 µm and 0.14
µm. WF 1 had a spherical aberration coefficient of 0.01 µm and WF 2 had a spherical aberration
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coefficient of 0.06 µm. A comparison was made between the TF optical quality profiles predicted
in SimVis and the real M-IOL by including the effects of these wavefront aberrations.

It was found that in the case of the segmented bifocal refractive and trifocal diffractive M-IOLs,
the SimVis TF profiles (VS ratio and correlation coefficient) with HOA follow the TF profiles of
the real M-IOL with HOA. Figures 8(a)-8(f) show the effect on the TF optical quality due to the
WF 1 aberrations, inscribed in Fig. 8(a) with the segmented bifocal refractive, trifocal diffractive
and refractive EDOF M-IOLs. Here, a sampling of nSimVis = 7 for segmented bifocal refractive,
nSimVis = 12 for trifocal diffractive and nSimVis = 50 for refractive EDOF M-IOLs was chosen.
The results for WF 2 are shown in Figs. 8(g)-8(l). The RMS error of the difference in TF optical
quality metrics corresponding to real M-IOLs and SimVis is tabulated (see Table 1) for the two
aberration cases. The mean RMS of the difference in the TF optical quality (between real M-IOL
with aberrations and corresponding SimVis with aberrations) of 20 simulated wavefronts is also
shown along with the standard deviation.

Fig. 8. Effect of aberrations on SimVis: A comparison of TF VS ratio and correlation
coefficient for a real-IOL and SimVis in the presence of aberrated wavefronts–WF 1 (a)-(f)
and WF 2 (g)-(l)–in the case of segmented bifocal refractive ((a), (b), (g) and (h)), trifocal
diffractive ((c), (d), (i) and (j)), and refractive EDOF ((e), (f), (k) and (l)) M-IOLs. SimVis
sampling is shown in the subfigure legends.

3.5. Chromatic aberrations and polychromatic light

The estimated TF VS ratio for the trifocal diffractive M-IOL at three different wavelengths, 475
nm, 555 nm and 695 nm is shown in Fig. 9(a). The energy distribution varies at far, near and
intermediate distances with wavelength [21] and consequently, the corresponding SimVis time
coefficients change with the wavelength too. Figure 9(b) shows the estimated polychromatic TF
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Table 1. RMS of the two TF optical quality metrics (VS ratio and correlation coefficient)
obtained between the profiles of real M-IOLs and SimVis with simulated wavefront
aberrations.

M-IOL Metric WF 1 WF 2 20 WFs
Trifocal diffractive VS ratio 0.02 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01
Trifocal diffractive Correlation 0.03 0.05 0.04 ± 0.01
Bifocal refractive VS ratio 0.04 0.02 0.03 ± 0.01
Bifocal refractive Correlation 0.09 0.09 0.09 ± 0.01
Refractive EDOF VS ratio 0.02 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01
Refractive EDOF Correlation 0.08 0.11 0.12 ± 0.03

Fig. 9. (a) Monochromatic TF VS ratio curves for the trifocal diffractive M-IOL at three
differentwavelengths: 475 nm, 555 nm, and 695 nm. (b)A comparison of the polychromatic TF
VS ratio for the trifocal diffractiveM-IOL and the corresponding SimVis with monochromatic
time coefficients (555 nm) or polychromatic time coefficients. (c) A comparison of the 2-D
correlation between the nominal ‘E’ image and the polychromatic TF simulated images.
Images were obtained with either the real M-IOL or the SimVis profile (monochromatic or
polychromatic time coefficients). (d) The polychromatic TF simulated images obtained with
the M-IOL and the SimVis (monochromatic or polychromatic time coefficients).

VS ratio (blue squares) for the trifocal diffractive M-IOL. The polychromatic time coefficients for
white light conditions were obtained by using polychromatic TF VS ratio metric for the M-IOL
and all the monofocal IOLs possible with a tunable lens in Eq. (3). The TF VS ratio for SimVis
(red dotted line) that uses the resultant polychromatic time coefficients is also shown in Fig. 9(b).
In comparison, the use of monochromatic time coefficients (at 555 nm) in SimVis (black line)
with white light resulted in lower accuracy. Figure 9(c) shows the corresponding 2-D correlation
coefficient obtained from the polychromatic TF simulated images (a few examples are shown in
Fig. 9(d)).
The broadening of the far peak in SimVis is due to the eye’s chromatic aberration, which is

similar to the far peak with the trifocal diffractive M-IOL. However, the eye’s LCA (with SimVis)
also broadens the peak at near, while the trifocal diffractive M-IOL compensates the LCA at near,
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the SimVis does not compensate that with the time coefficients.

3.6. Effects of the dynamic behavior of the tunable lens

There is a finite response time (usually lower than a single SimVis cycle) for changing the optical
power of the tunable lens. A theoretical analysis was performed to quantify the effects of these
temporal dynamics on a pure bifocal IOL design with equal energy at far (0 D: 50%) and near (3
D: 50%) distances. The temporal step response function was modeled using the damped harmonic
oscillator shown in Fig. 10(a). The corresponding time coefficients for a pure bifocal IOL with
and without the dynamic effects are shown in Fig. 10(b), which is obtained as a histogram of
Fig. 10(a). A comparison of the evaluated TF VS ratio profiles with and without the dynamics is
shown in Fig. 10(c). A drop in the optical quality is seen with the inclusion of the settling time of
the tunable lens.

Fig. 10. (a) A single SimVis cycle with and without induced response delay (damped
harmonic oscillator). (b) The effective time coefficients with and without the temporal
dynamics of the tunable lens. (c) Comparison of the TF VS ratio with and without the
inclusion of SimVis temporal dynamics.

4. Discussion

The proposed metric-based method of evaluating the SimVis (based on the tunable lens) time
coefficients is effective in replicating the TF optical quality of any given multifocal phase pattern,
including in the case of a rotationally asymmetric segmented design. It was found that temporal
sampling plays a vital role and the optimal temporal sampling can be determined by using the
local optima in the defined relative error metrics based on TF VS ratio and TF image correlation.
A reduced sampling in Fig. 1(e) causes inaccuracies at certain distances (for instance, at 1.00 D).
However, these errors can be avoided by increasing the sampling from nSimVis = 12 to nSimVis =
25.
The number of nonzero time coefficients is the largest for the refractive EDOF M-IOL (116)

and hence the chosen sampling must be greater than this number. Also, to employ a sampling
resolution with exactly two significant digits (0.05 D), 161 sampling points were chosen in the
range -2 D and 6 D. In order to undersample the evaluated time coefficients, thresholding was
directly applied to refractive EDOF M-IOLs. In the case of M-IOLs with distinct TF optical
quality peaks, prior to the application of thresholding, the sampling locations at far, near and
intermediate distances were sampled first. This was done to avoid the exclusion of low energy
intermediate or near additions when the chosen sampling is low (see Fig. 4). When undersampling
without a priori knowledge of the energy distribution, in certain cases, SimVis incorrectly
simulates a monofocal IOL, especially when undersampled with fewer nonzero time coefficients.

As sampling increases, the relative error, c̃, increases in the case of segmented bifocal refractive
M-IOL (see the red line in Fig. 4(b)). The SimVis time coefficients were evaluated using the
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TF VS ratio (that includes the contrast sensitivity function) and not the TF image correlation
coefficients (evaluated from the PSFs). Further, the asymmetric geometry and the transition
region between and far and near portions of the segmented bifocal refractive M-IOL result in a
lower image correlation (c) in comparison with SimVis image correlation (cs) beyond the near
peak and in intermediate distances as observed in Fig. 2(e). As sampling increased, the value of c̃
beyond the near peak increased nearly linearly in the sampling range studied.
In bifocal/trifocal angularly-segmented refractive or pure diffractive M-IOLs with distinct

TF optical quality peaks, the effects of pupil size variations are minimal (see Figs. 6(e), 6(f),
7(a) and 7(b)) or can be compensated by increasing the SimVis temporal sampling. While
simulating certain M-IOLs including refractive radially-segmented M-IOLs and EDOF lenses,
the metric-based SimVis time coefficients are greatly dependent on the pupil size. In EDOF
M-IOLs, an increase in sampling is not sufficient to compensate errors due to pupil size variations.
Total compensation is possible by precomputing the SimVis time coefficients for different pupil
sizes evaluated from the multifocal phase map starting from a minimum pupil size to a large
pupil size in small steps. This step resolution required for accurate representation of the M-IOL
is dependent on its multifocal phase pattern.

In trifocal diffractive and bifocal refractive M-IOLs, the wavefront aberrations of the eye had
a little or negligible effect on the performance of SimVis. In the case of EDOF M-IOLs, the
wavefront aberrations of the eye have a complex effect on SimVis. Most EDOF M-IOLs have
an aspheric base structure, which causes radially symmetric Zernike polynomial coefficients
(no angular variability) in its phase map. The dominant terms include primary defocus, primary
spherical and other higher-order spherical polynomial terms. Addition or subtraction of any of
these terms due to the presence of wavefront aberrations of the eye affects the replication of the
TF optical quality using SimVis. Hence, when simulating EDOF M-IOLs using SimVis, it is
important to include the effects of aberrations in the evaluation of the time coefficients, although
not yet completely practical in compact clinical devices. A statistically significant positive
correlation (p<0.002) was observed between the absolute magnitude of spherical aberration in
the wavefront aberrations of the simulated wavefronts and the RMS of the difference in TF VS
ratio values evaluated between the real M-IOL subjected to 20 different aberrations and SimVis
subjected to the same aberrations. Since WF 2 has a higher spherical aberration coefficient in
comparison with WF 1, the RMS error in the difference of the TF VS ratio between the real
M-IOL with aberrations and corresponding SimVis with aberrations is higher in the case of WF
2 for the refractive EDOF M-IOL case. For exact TF calculation, the effects of aberrations would
be incorporated in the evaluation of the time coefficients. However, it was found that typical
anomalies could be largely compensated with adjustments to the SimVis temporal profiles.

Optimal sampling is dependent on the TF VS ratio profile. With the inclusion of the wavefront
aberrations, the TF VS ratio profile broadens and the TF VS ratio peaks (at far, near and
intermediate distances) drop and are also displaced in many cases. As a result, the optimal
sampling changes too. The RMS values in Table 1 use the optimal sampling estimated in the
absence of aberrations in the case of segmented bifocal refractive and trifocal diffractive M-IOLs.
The use of optimal sampling in the presence of aberrations may further reduce the RMS values
shown in Table 1.

The polychromatic TF VS ratio curve in Fig. 9(b) for the trifocal diffractive M-IOL is broader at
the far distance in comparison with the monochromatic TF VS ratio curves in Fig. 9(a). However,
the broadening is negligible at near distance. This is due to the compensation of refractive LCA
by the diffractive LCA, both of which take opposite signs with respect to one another at near
focus. Since the SimVis time coefficients are evaluated using a broader monofocal TF VS ratio
curve, the evaluated polychromatic time coefficients do not accurately replicate the near peak for
the trifocal diffractive M-IOL in white light. In the case of M-IOLs with refractive LCA alone,
the polychromatic SimVis time coefficients accurately replicate the TF optical quality of the
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M-IOL with broad spectrum sources.
The settling time of the tunable lens affects the intended SimVis TF optical quality. The

theoretical model presented here estimates the degradation due to this dynamic effect. In Fig. 10,
a large amplitude of the damped oscillator (producing an overshoot of more than 1 D) was chosen
to illustrate the effect. However, in practice, a small amplitude is expected, which increases
linearly with increasing addition step. The dynamic effects can be corrected by measuring the
temporal step response function of the tunable lens using fast focimetry. A correction signal
(obtained by inverting the dynamic artifacts) can be programmed in SimVis to obtain the desired
TF optical quality.

A high degree of the lens opacity may limit the applicability of simultaneous vision simulators
in cataracts. The overall degradation in the light level due to a loss in transparency is the same
in spatial [4] or temporal (SimVis) simultaneous vision simulators. However, while replicating
refractive multifocal designs with the spatial simultaneous vision simulators, opacities may
unevenly obstruct far and near portions of the multifocal pupillary distribution. Hence, the
distribution of the opacities across the pupil affects the accuracy of spatially simulating the
intended energy distribution. In contrast, the temporal multiplexing nature of the SimVis device
produces far or near corrections across the entire pupil at any given point of time. The time-
multiplexed simultaneous vision image is projected onto the retina through the clear portions of
the lens. Therefore, temporal multiplexing with SimVis is advantageous over spatial simulators
of refractive multifocal designs in the presence of cataract with significant occlusion.

In the future, a direct comparison between the real M-IOLs and the SimVis device with the help
of psychophysical measurements in a custom adaptive optics system can offer further evidence to
the theoretical validation of the evaluated SimVis temporal profile.

5. Conclusions

In summary, a new metric-based approach is proposed that allows simulating any given M-IOL
using temporal multiplexing in a tunable lens. The effect of temporal sampling, wavelength,
pupil size variations, wavefront aberrations of the eye, chromatic aberrations of the M-IOL and
temporal dynamics of the tunable lens were investigated. The proposed method was implemented
in three M-IOLs. Along with the possibility of comparing across lens designs in the presence
of cataract, the instrument holds great promise for early, mid-stage cataracts and non-cataract
presbyopes considering multifocal lens exchange. The device can easily be extended to simulate
multifocal contact lenses. A routine trial and error procedure of choosing a multifocal contact
lens is usually lengthy and exhausting. The SimVis instrument has the potential to simplify the
whole process.
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